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a b s t r a c t
The negative cost cycle detection (NCCD) problem in weighted directed graphs is a
fundamental problems in theoretical computer science with applications in a wide range
of domains ranging frommaximum flows to image segmentation. From the perspective of
program verification, this problem is identical to the problem of checking the satisfiability
of a conjunction of difference constraints. There exist a number of approaches in the
literature for NCCD with each approach having its own set of advantages. Recently, a
greedy, space-efficient algorithm called the stressing algorithm was proposed for this
problem. In this paper, we present a novel proof of the Stressing algorithm and its
verification using the Prototype Verification System (PVS) theorem prover. This example
is part of a larger research program to verify the soundness and completeness of a core set
of decision procedures.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Negative cost cycle detection (NCCD) in networks is a fundamental problem in theoretical computer science with
applications in a wide range of domains including Operations Research [6] and Artificial Intelligence [5]. Variants of NCCD
also appear in image segmentation [4] and program verification problems [3]. In this paper, we focus on the correctness
analysis of a theoretically efficient algorithm forNCCD called the stressing algorithm. This algorithm is essentially greedy and
was first proposed as a distributed, space-efficient algorithm for the problem of detecting inconsistencies in sensor network
arrangements [11] and subsequently proved correct [12]. Here, we focus on proving the correctness of an implementation
of the Stressing Algorithm using SRI’s Prototype Verification System (PVS) [8]. We present a new proof of correctness that
has been mechanically verified. The verification exploits the presence of predicate subtypes and dependent types in PVS to
automatically generate the needed proof obligations.
Since NCCD is a critical problem in many areas, it is useful to have a mechanically verified algorithm for it that can be
used to certify the results generated by untrusted tools. The stressing algorithm for NCCD is quite subtle and depends on
invariants and proofs that are nontrivial. The mechanical verification was extremely useful in identifying these invariants
precisely. The proof has been carried out to a careful level of detail that examines the correctness of the abstract algorithm,
the explicit extraction of a negative cycle and satisfying assignments, and the correctness of a space-efficient version of the
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abstract algorithm. A few of the proofs are quite challenging so that this example can be used as a benchmark for the level
of automation provided by modern verification tools.
The connection between NCCD and difference logic is fairly direct. Each edge e between vertices i and j of weight w
reflects a constraint xj−xi ≤ w. A set of such constraints forms a graph. Since the constraints are closed under transitivity, if
we have another constraint xk− xj ≤ w′, then xk− xi ≤ w+w′. As we show at the end of Section 3, a cycle then represents
a constraint of the form x − x ≤ w so that the graph representing the constraints contains a negative cycle iff there is no
assignment of real-numbered values to the variables satisfying the constraints.
There have been a number of efforts to verify decision procedures since Boyer and Moore’s verification of a tautology
checker for conditional expressions [1]. A few selected examples include a verification of a tautology checker for
propositional logic [9], Buchberger’s algorithm for constructing Gröbner bases [13], Shostak’s basic combination decision
procedure [7], and the verification of quantifier elimination procedures for various fragments of arithmetic [2]. Our goal
here is to verify an efficient procedure for the fragment of difference logic that yields a concrete assignment of values to
variables when the input constraints are satisfiable, and some form of evidence that can be cast into a proof (of the negation
of the input) when the input is unsatisfiable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief introduction to the Stressing Algorithm is provided; a
comprehensive exposition can be found in [12]. Section 3 details the verification of the Stressing Algorithm in PVS including
the explicit construction of the negative cycle. This algorithmuses extra space tomaintain path information. Section 4 shows
that the original Stressing algorithm without extra space is equivalent to the one in Section 3. We conclude in Section 5 by
summarizing our contributions and outlining avenues for future research.
2. A brief introduction to the stressing algorithm
We assume that the input network is represented by G = ⟨V, E, w⟩, where V denotes the set [0, n) of n vertices, E
denotes the set [0,m) ofm edges andw : E→ ℜ is the cost (weight) function that assigns a real weight to each edge (arc).
Each edge e has a source vertex s(e) and a target vertex t(e) such that s(e) ≠ t(e). We therefore assume that self-loops with
s(e) = t(e) have been eliminated during preprocessing — a negative self-loop represents a trivial negative cycle and a non-
negative self-loop is redundant. A path p of length k in the graph is a list of edges e1, . . . , ek such that for each i, 0 < i < k,
s(ei+1) = t(ei). The source s(p) of a path p of the form ⟨e1, . . . , ek⟩ is s(e1), its target t(p) is t(ek), and its weight w(p) is
w(e1)+ · · · +w(ek). A path p is a cycle if s(p) = t(p). Graph G has a negative cycle if there is a cycle pwherew(p) < 0. An
NCCD algorithm determines if a given weighted directed graph with real-valued edge weights contains a negative cycle.
Function Detect-Negative-Cycle (G = ⟨V, E, w⟩)
1: Let ω = w.
2: for (r = 1 to (n− 1)) do
3: for (each vertex vi ∈ V) do
4: Let c denote the cost of the lightest (in terms of cost ω) edge entering vi.
5: {If vi has no incoming edge, c = +∞.}
6: if (c < 0) then
7: Stress(G, ω, vi, c)
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: if ( ∃ e ∈ E : ω(e) < 0 ) then
12: G contains a negative cost cycle.
13: else
14: G does not contain a negative cost cycle.
15: end if
Algorithm 2.1: Negative cost cycle detection through stressing
Function Stress (G, ω, vi, c)
1: Subtract c from the cost ω(e) of each edge e entering vi.
2: Add c to the cost ω(e) of each edge e leaving vi.
Algorithm 2.2: The stressing algorithm
Algorithm 2.1 describes the details of the Stressing Algorithm. At the heart of this algorithm, is the Stress() procedure
(Algorithm 2.2), which is applied to every vertex in each iteration of the outermost for loop. The algorithm maintains a
dynamic edge weight ω(e) for each edge e in E. To stress a vertex v, we first determine the cost of the least cost edge into
v; if this edge is e, its cost is ω(e). We then subtract ω(e) from the cost of each edge into v and add ω(e) to the cost of each
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edge leaving v. Note that since a stressing step adds a cost to each edge leaving v and subtracts it from each edge with v as
its target, the weight of any cycle in the graph passing through v remains the same. Of course, the weights of cycles that do
not pass through v are unaffected when v is stressed. The correctness argument must therefore demonstrate that the n− 1
iterations of the outer loop are sufficient to eliminate all negative edges from a graph that contains no negative cycles. Also,
as an optimization, it is possible to terminate the algorithm as soon as all negative edges have been eliminated, i.e., when
the inner loop executes without stressing a single vertex.
As mentioned before, the directed graph G has n vertices andm edges; G itself is represented by a 3-tuple ⟨s, t, w⟩where
s and t map each edge to its source and target vertex, respectively, andwmaps each edge to its weight. Let in(G, v) represent
the set of incoming edges for vertex v. The corresponding set of outgoing edges is given by out(G, v) and is assumed to be
disjoint from in(G, v). For a map ω from edges to the real numbers, and in(G, v) ≠ ∅, let argmine∈in(G,v)ω(e) be the edge d
in in(G, v) such that ω(d)is minimal.
The step of stressing a single vertex is defined below by the operation stress. Here, ω− is a map over the edges in in(G, v)
such that each edge e is mapped toω(e)−ω(d). Similarly,ω+ is defined over out(G, v) andmaps each edge e toω(e)+ω(d).
The operation ω ◃ ω′ updates the total map ω with the entries in the partial map ω′.
stress(G, ω, v) =

(ω ◃ ω−) ◃ ω+
where
d = argmin
e∈in(G,v)
ω(e) and ω(d) < 0
ω− = {e → ω(e)− ω(d)|e ∈ in(G, v)}
ω+ = {e → ω(e)+ ω(d)|e ∈ out(G, v)}
ω, otherwise.
The stressing step can be modified to maintain path information to aid in the proof. It is this modified algorithm that is
verified below. The algorithm as described above can be recovered from the modified one as we show in Section 4.
An empty path is written as ⟨⟩. The length of an empty path is 0, and the length of the nonempty path ⟨e1, . . . , ek⟩ is k.
The weightw(⟨⟩) of an empty path is 0, and the weightw(⟨e1, . . . , ei⟩) is∑ki=1w(ei). For a nonempty path ⟨e1, . . . , ek⟩, the
source vertex is s(e1) and the target vertex is t(ek). If p is a path of length k and e is an edge with s(e) = t(p), then e; p and
p; e represent the paths of length k+ 1 obtained by adding e to the front and, respectively, to the end of p.
The variant of the stressing algorithm verified here maintains a path table P such that P(v) is the possibly empty path
associated with vertex v. Note that if P(v) is nonempty, then t(P(v)) = v. Initially, P(v) = ⟨⟩ for each vertex, and whenever
a vertex v is stressed with an incoming edge d where d = argmine∈in(G,v)ω(e) and ω(d) < 0, then P(v) is set to P(s(d)); d.
In this variant, the edge weights are not updated. The input edge weights are preserved, and the dynamic edge weight
ωP(e) is computed as w(e)+ w(P(s(e)))− w(P(t(e))). In particular, when vertex v is stressed with incoming edge d, then
w(P(s(d)); d) < w(P(v)) since ωP(d) < 0. If we let ω in the original algorithm be ωP , then we can see that both algorithms
return equivalent results. Thus, P is an auxiliary variable that is used in the proof but can be replaced by ω in the space-
efficient version of the algorithm. The equivalence between the two variants of the stressing algorithm is established in the
formal proof.
stresspath(G, P, v) =

P ◃ {v → P(s(d)); d},
where d = argmin
e∈in(G,v)
ωP(e) and ω(d) < 0
P, otherwise.
The inner iteration stressing each of the vertices is defined below as sweep, and the outer iteration is defined as scan. Let
P0 be the empty map so that P0(e) = {} for each e.
sweep(G, P) = sweepl(G, P, n)
sweepl(G, P, i+ 1) = stresspath(G, sweepl(G, P, i), i)
sweepl(G, P, 0) = P
scan(G) = scanl(G, P0, n− 1), if n > 0
scan(G) = P0, otherwise
scanl(G, P, i+ 1) = sweep(G, scanl(G, P, i))
scanl(G, P, 0) = P.
If P = scan(G), then G is claimed to contain a negative cycle iff there exists an e such that ωP(e) < 0. Note that the
sweepl operation scans the nodes in increasing order whereas Algorithm 2.1 allows the inner loop to sweep the vertices in
any order. The informal correctness argument below does not exploit the vertex ordering, but the formal verification in PVS
does depend on it, particularly in the definition of rankable? in Section 3. The nondeterminism in Algorithm 2.1 can be
exploited for parallelism since the vertices can be stressed in parallel as long each stressing step is executed atomically and
there is no overlap between distinct rounds.
Note that if P ′ = stresspath(G, P, v), then stress(G, ωP , v) = ωP ′ so that replacing P by ωP and stresspath(G, P, v) by
stress(G, ωP , v)would yield the same result in terms of detecting negative cycles. The fact that stresspath explicitlymaintains
paths makes it easier to state and verify the key invariants.
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Fig. 1. Initial graph.
Fig. 2. Stressing example with negative cycle.
Fig. 3. Example illustrating greedy selection.
Fig. 4. Stressing without greedy selection of incoming edge.
Theworking of the algorithm can be illustrated through an example. Fig. 1 shows a weighted directed graph Gwith three
vertices numbered from 0 to 2. We show the outer iterations of scanl and the inner iterations of sweepl in Fig. 2. Here, as
indicated by the notation (0, 2;−3), edge 0 represents the edge with source 0 and target 2 with initial weight−3.
Since there is an edge with a negative dynamic edge weight at the end of the two rounds, there is a negative cycle. It is
easy to see that the negative cycle consists of the vertices (0 → 2 → 1 → 0). On the other hand, if the initial weight of
edge 0 is−2 instead of−3, then there is no negative cycle.
To see why it is important to make the greedy choice of the incoming edge of minimal negative weight when stressing a
vertex, consider the graph in Fig. 3 with three vertices and edges: (0, 2)with weight−3, (1, 2)with weight−2, and (2, 1)
with weight 2. The two rounds of stressing are shown in Fig. 4. At the end of two rounds, we have a negative edge even
though the graph does not contain a negative cycle.
A property Π of P is an invariant of a function f if Π(P) entails Π(f (P)). The following invariants hold of scanl, sweep,
sweepl, and stresspath:
1. For any v, P(v) is empty or for any nonempty prefix p of P(v), w(p) < 0. We refer to this property of P as negativity.
The negativity invariant holds initially since P(v) is empty for any v. In the stressing step for a vertex v′, if d =
argmine∈in(G,v′)ωP(e) and ω(d) < 0, then P ′ = P{v′ ← P(s(d)); d} so that w(P ′(v′)) = w(P(s(d)); d). We show that
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the invariant holds for P ′ if it holds for P . If v = v′ and p = P(s(d)); d, then w(p) = w(P(s(d)); d) < w(P(v)) ≤ 0
since ωP(d) = w(P(s(d)); d) − w(P(v)) < 0. If v = v′ and p ≠ P(s(d)); d, then p is a nonempty prefix of P(s(d)) with
v′ ≠ s(d), hence from the invariant for P , we have w(p) < 0. Otherwise, v ≠ v′ and P(v) = P ′(v) so that the invariant
for P ′ follows from that of P .
2. For any v, for any nonempty prefix p of P(v),w(P(t(p))) ≤ w(p). When this property holds, the path table P is said to be
decreasing. We have the invariant that P is decreasing because initially, P(v) is empty for all v. Whenever P ′ is the result
of updating P(v′) for some vertex v′ to P(s(d)); d, where t(d) = v′, then for any nonempty prefix p of some path P ′(v)
either v′ = t(p) or v′ ≠ t(p). In the first case, either p = P(s(d)); d in which case w(P ′(t(p))) = w(P(s(d)); d) = w(p),
or p is the prefix of some path in P and w(P(s(d)); d) < w(P(t(p))) since ωP(d) < 0, and w(P(t(p))) ≤ w(p) by the
invariant on P , hencew(P ′(t(p))) ≤ w(p). When v′ ≠ t(p) for some prefix p in P ′(v), we know that pmust already be in
P and hence by the invariant on P ,w(P ′(t(p))) = w(P(t(p))) ≤ w(p).
3. For any v, for any prefix p of P(v), and any proper nonempty prefix q of p such that t(q) = t(p),w(p) < w(q). When this
condition holds, we say that P ismonotonic . Such prefixes p and q can arise because P(v) contains cycles, i.e., nonempty
sub-paths that begin and endwith the same vertex. The invariant holds initially, and is preservedwhenever P ′ is obtained
by updating P(v′) to P(s(d)); d as follows. The only interesting case is when p = P(s(d)); d so that v = v′ = t(p) since in
every other case, the paths p and q already occur in P . We have w(p) = w(P(s(d)); d) < w(P(v)) by the stressing step.
Since P is decreasing,w(P(v)) ≤ w(q)when t(q) = v.
Another key invariant about the stressing algorithm, the only one that exploits the greediness of the stressing algorithm,
is that if P = scanl(G, P0, i), then wheneverω(e) < 0, we have |P(s(e))| ≥ i. We then say that P is rankable. The explanation
for this invariant is that if ω(e) is negative for some e, then the vertex s(e)must have been stressed during sweep(G, P ′) for
P ′ = scanl(G, P0, i−1). This is because the choice of edge d alongwhich the vertex s(e) is stressed is a greedy one, i.e.,ω(d) is
minimal among the incoming edges for s(e). The greedy choice of d implies that the only negative edges are either incoming
edges to vertices that have not yet been stressed in the round, or outgoing edges of vertices that have been stressed in the
round. Since, at the end of the round, all the stressable vertices have been stressed, s(e)must have been stressed in the round
along the edge d so that t(d) = s(e) and ωP ′(s(d)) < 0. By the rankability of P ′, |P ′(d)| ≥ i− 1, and hence P(s(e)) ≥ i.
The next step is to extract the negative cycle from P = scan(G). By the rankability of P , if there is an e such thatωP(e) < 0,
then |P(s(e))| ≥ n − 1. This means that the path P(s(e)); e has length n. Since the number of vertices in this path is n + 1,
by the pigeonhole principle, there must be a pair of distinct prefixes p and q of P(s(e)); e with q a proper prefix of p such
that either q is empty and s(p) = t(p) or t(p) = t(q). If q is empty, then either p = P(s(e)); e or p is a nonempty prefix of
P(s(e)). In the former case, by the definition of ωP , we havew(p) < w(P(t(e))) but by negativity,w(P(t(e)) ≤ 0, and hence
w(p) < 0 yielding a negative cycle. Otherwise, if p is a nonempty prefix of P(s(e)), then by negativity, w(p) < 0 so that p
is a negative cycle. If q is nonempty, then by monotonicity, w(p) < w(q), and hence the suffix p′ of p such that p = q; p′
constitutes a negative cycle sincew(p′) = w(p)− w(q).
Note that both the path-based and edge-based variants of the stressing algorithm require O(nm) steps for a graph with
n vertices andm edges. If we assume that each vertex has at least one associated edge, then in the sweep phase with stress,
each edge is visited at most three times: twice as an incoming edge when computing the minimum weight incoming edge
and when updating the weight, and once as an outgoing edge when updating the weight. Thus each sweep phase required
O(m) steps, and the whole algorithm requires O(nm) steps. With stresspath, each edge is visited only once during the sweep
phase when computing the path weight so that the time complexity remains O(nm). However, the stresspath version uses
O(n2) extra space for the path table storing paths of length up to n associated with each vertex. In practice though, there
will be a considerable degree of sharing of data structures among the different paths.
Though the informal proof above is quite concise, the formalization below delves into the concrete representations of
graphs and paths and is therefore relatively verbose.
3. The stressing algorithm in PVS
PVS is a specification and verification framework based on an expressive specification language based on higher-order
logic and an interactive proof checker integrating a number of decision procedures [8]. When presented with an expression
e that has constructed type T and an expected predicate subtype {x : T |p(x)}, the PVS typechecker generates a proof
obligation p(e). We make heavy use of predicate subtypes and dependent types in formalizing the stressing algorithm in
PVS so that the key invariants are embedded in the types [10]. The entire formalization is available from ftp://ftp.csl.sri.com/
pub/users/shankar/stress.dmp. We have also formalized the algorithm in a form that is suitable for execution using the PVS
evaluator.Wehave therefore avoided using definitions and representations that are not currently in the executable fragment
of PVS. Thus, we have used the concrete list representation for paths instead of finite sequences. We have also avoided
the use of Hilbert’s epsilon operator in the proof. The resulting definitions can indeed be executed using the PVS ground
evaluator.
The basic stressing algorithm is presented in the theory stress. This theory takes as its parameters, the number of
vertices maxv and edges maxe in the graph, and contains a sequence of type, constant, and formula declarations. A vertex
is of type below(maxv), the subrange of integers from 0 to maxv− 1, and an edge is of type below(maxe).
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stress [maxv, maxe: nat] : THEORY
BEGIN
vertex: TYPE = below(maxv)
edge: TYPE = below(maxe)
.
.
.
END stress
We next declare some variables for use in definitions and formulas. These declarations indicate the default types for the
given variables. The types of these variables include the recursive datatype of lists of edges list[edge], the vertex type
vertex, the edge type edge, the type of indices over vertices upto(maxv) which consists of the subrange upto(maxv)
from 0 to maxv, and the indices over edges.
ll, kk, jj: VAR list[edge]
s, t, u, v: VAR vertex
a, b, c, d, e: VAR edge
i, j: VAR upto(maxv)
l, k: VAR upto(maxe)
A graph is defined as a record consisting of the source, target, and weight fields.
graph: TYPE = [# source, target: [edge -> below(maxv)],
weight : [edge -> real] #]
G: VAR graph
The theory stress imports a theory minlist which defines some basic list operations. For example, for a list l, the
operation nth(l, i) returns the element in position i, where position 0 is the first position. Similarly, the indexed suffix
of the list is nthcdr(l, i), and the corresponding prefix nthcar(l, i). The cons operation in the list representation is
used to add an edge to the end of a path. Paths are therefore maintained as lists of edges in reverse order so that the head of
the list represents the last edge on the path. This means that the operation of taking the prefix of a path in our informal proof
corresponds to that of taking the suffix on our list representation. A well-formed path ll, as checked by path?(G)(ll),
is represented by a list of edges where for each suffix of length at least two, the source of the first edge is identical to the
target of the second edge. The type of nonempty paths of G is defined by nepath(G).
path?(G)(ll) : bool =
null?(ll) OR
(FORALL (i:below(length(ll))):
LET kk = nthcdr(ll, i)
IN (null?(cdr(kk)) OR
G‘source(car(kk)) = G‘target(car(cdr(kk)))))
nepath(G): TYPE = {ll | cons?(ll) AND path?(G)(ll)}
The source pathsource(G)(ll) of a path ll is the source field of the last edge on the path. Correspondingly, the
target pathtarget(G)(ll) of a path ll is the target field of the first edge. If the source and target of a nonempty path
are identical, then the path represents a cycle.
pathsource(G)(ll: (cons?[edge])): vertex =
G‘source(nth(ll, length(ll) - 1))
pathtarget(G)(ll: (cons?[edge])): vertex =
G‘target(car(ll))
cycle?(G)(ll:nepath(G)): bool =
(pathsource(G)(ll) = pathtarget(G)(ll))
The weight of a path is defined by means of the recursive definition of pathweight.
pathweight(G)(ll): RECURSIVE real =
(CASES ll OF
cons(e, kk): G‘weight(e) + pathweight(G)(kk),
null: 0
ENDCASES)
MEASURE length(ll)
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Next we define a few types that are used in defining the key data structures used in the NCCD algorithm. The dependent
type inv_edges(G, s) consisting of lists that contain all and exactly the incoming edges for vertex s. We also constrain
these lists to contain no duplicates by requiring them to satisfy the setlist? predicate. Note that in PVS, a parenthesized
predicate (p), where p is a predicate over type T, is shorthand for the predicate subtype {x : T | p(x)}. Obviously,
all the elements of the type inv_edges(G, s) are list permutations of one another. Similarly, the dependent type
inv_edges_above(G, s, k) contains the list of all edges with index at least k that are among the incoming edges
for s. The type inv_edge_table(G, k) is a map from the vertices to the type inv_edges_above(G, s, k). The
type inv_table(G) is a map from the vertices to the type inv_edges(G, s).
edges: VAR [vertex -> list[edge]]
inv_edges(G, s): TYPE =
{ll: (setlist?[edge]) | (FORALL a: G‘target(a) = s IFF member(a, ll))}
inv_edges_above(G, s, k): TYPE =
{ll : (setlist?[edge]) | (FORALL a: member(a, ll) IFF
a>=k AND (G‘target(a) = s))}
inv_edge_table(G, k): TYPE = [s:vertex -> inv_edges_above(G, s, k)]
inv_table(G): TYPE = [s: vertex -> inv_edges(G, s)]
The function inedges_rec(G)(k, edges) initializes the table of incoming edges for each vertex. It does this by
scanning the edges and adding each edge to the list corresponding to its target vertex.
inedges_rec(G)(k, (edges: inv_edge_table(G, k))): RECURSIVE
inv_edge_table(G, 0) =
(IF k = 0 THEN edges
ELSE inedges_rec(G)(k-1, edges WITH [(G‘target(k-1)) :=
cons[edge](k-1,
edges(G‘target(k-1)))])
ENDIF)
MEASURE k
inedges(G): [s: vertex -> inv_edges(G, s)] =
inedges_rec(G)(maxe, (LAMBDA s: null[edge]))
The table of outgoing edges for each vertex is also similarly initialized.
outv_edges(G, (s: vertex)): TYPE =
{ll : (setlist?[edge])| (FORALL a: G‘source(a) = s IFF member(a, ll))}
outv_edges_above(G, s, k): TYPE =
{ll : (setlist?[edge]) | (FORALL a: member(a, ll) IFF
(a>=k AND G‘source(a) = s ))}
outv_edge_table(G, k): TYPE = [s: vertex -> outv_edges_above(G, s, k)]
outv_table(G): TYPE = [s: vertex -> outv_edges(G, s)]
outedges_rec(G)(k, (edges : outv_edge_table(G, k))): RECURSIVE
outv_edge_table(G, 0) =
(IF k = 0 THEN edges
ELSE outedges_rec(G)(k-1,
edges WITH [(G‘target(k-1)) :=
cons[edge](k-1,
edges(G‘target(k-1)))])
ENDIF)
MEASURE k
outedges(G): [s: vertex -> outv_edges(G, s)] =
outedges_rec(G)(maxe, (LAMBDA s: null[edge]))
The predicate negative?(G, v)(ll) checks that the path weight of the every suffix of path ll is negative. The type
pmap(G) consists of maps from the vertices to a path of negative weight.
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negative?(G, v)(ll: (path?(G))): bool =
(null?(ll) OR
(pathtarget(G)(ll) = v AND
(FORALL (i:below(length(ll))): pathweight(G)(nthcdr(ll, i)) < 0)))
pmap(G): TYPE = [s: vertex -> (negative?(G, s))]
The next invariant on the paths in the path table is monotonicity. The predicate monotonic?(G)(ll) checks that for
any two distinct suffixes ll’ and ll’’ of ll with the same target, the pathweight of the longer suffix is smaller than the
shorter one. This is used to define the type monomap(G) of path tables with paths that are monotonic, in addition to being
negative and decreasing.
monotonic?(G)(ll): bool =
null?(ll) OR
(FORALL (i, j: below(length(ll))): i < j AND
G‘target(nth(ll, i)) = G‘target(nth(ll, j))
=>
pathweight(G)(nthcdr(ll, i))
< pathweight(G)(nthcdr(ll, j)))
monomap(G): TYPE = [s: vertex -> {ll | path?(G)(ll) AND
negative?(G, s)(ll) AND
monotonic?(G)(ll)}]
The predicate decreasing?(G)(P) holds of an element P of type monomap(G) if for each vertex v, and any suffix kk of
the path P(v), the path weight of kk is strictly less than P(u), where u is the path target of kk. The type dmap(G) consists
of maps P from vertices v to paths P(v)with target v that are negative and decreasing.
decreasing?(G)(P: monomap(G)): bool =
(FORALL v: null?(P(v)) OR
(FORALL (i: below(length(P(v)))):
(LET kk = nthcdr(P(v), i) IN
pathweight(G)(P(G‘target(car(kk))))
<= pathweight(G)(kk))))
dmap(G): TYPE = (decreasing?(G))
The final invariant on the path table is given by the predicate rankable?(G)(u, j)(pm)which asserts that following
u rounds of scanning and j rounds of sweeping, for any edge e, if the dynamic edge weight of e is negative, then it must be
either because both the source and target have been stressed in this round, and the length of pm(s)must be at least u, or
the target has not yet been stressed and the length of pm(s) is at least u-1.
rankable?(G)(u, j)(pm: dmap(G)): bool =
(FORALL e: (LET s = G‘source(e),
t = G‘target(e)
IN pathweight(G)(pm(t)) > G‘weight(e)
+ pathweight(G)(pm(s))
IMPLIES IF t < j
THEN (s < j AND length(pm(s)) >= u)
ELSE 1 + length(pm(s)) >= u
ENDIF))
The operation minedge(G, inedges)(pm, v) returns the edge e to v such that the sum of the path weight of the
source of e and the edge weight of e is minimal among the incoming edges for v. It is defined using the operation minlist.
minedge(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)),
(pm: monomap(G)), (v | cons?(inedges(v)))):
{e | G‘target(e) = v AND
(FORALL a: G‘target(a) = v IMPLIES
pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e))) + G‘weight(e) <=
pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(a))) + G‘weight(a))} =
minlist(inedges(v),
(LAMBDA e: pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e))) + G‘weight(e)))
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At this point, we prove a key lemma that asserts that the result of adding an edge ewith negative dynamic edge weight
ω(e) to a path in the path table pm yields a path that is negative and monotonic. This lemma is used to discharge the proof
obligations arising in the definition of the step of stressing a vertex in order to show that the main path table invariants
are preserved. The PVS proof of this lemma requires nearly 50 interactions, but apart from the top-level case analysis, these
interactions mostly involve fairly simple, but selective, definition expansion.
stress_helper: LEMMA
FORALL (G: graph, pm: dmap(G), minedge: edge):
pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(minedge))) + G‘weight(minedge)
< pathweight(G)(pm(G‘target(minedge)))
IMPLIES
path?(G)(cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))) AND
negative?(G, G‘target(minedge))
(cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge))))
AND
monotonic?(G)(cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge))));
The operation of stressing a vertex is given by stress(G, inedges)(u, v)(pm). If for the minimal edge minedge
to v, the sum of the edge weight of minedge and the path weight of pm(G‘source(minedge)) of the source of
minedge is smaller than the path weight of pm(v), then the latter path is replaced by the path cons(minedge,
pm(G‘source(minedge))).
stress(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)))(u, v)(pm: (rankable?(G)(u, v))):
(rankable?(G)(u, v+1)) =
(IF cons?[edge](inedges(v))
THEN
(LET minedge = minedge(G, inedges, pm, v),
minval = pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(minedge))) + G‘weight(minedge)
IN IF minval < pathweight(G)(pm(v))
THEN pm WITH [(v) := cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))]
ELSE pm ENDIF)
ELSE pm
ENDIF)
The correctness of the algorithm is captured in the types assigned to the individual operations. The definition of stress
above generates TCCs corresponding to the requirement that the result returned along each branch must have the type
(rankable?(G)(u, v+1)). The new entry in the path table cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))
must be a negative and monotonic path, and this is discharged using the lemma stress_helper. The updated table pm
WITH [(v) := cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))]must be decreasing and rankable. For the cases
where the path table pm is returned unchanged, we still have to show that rankable?(G)(u, v + 1)(pm) holds.
Recall that the critical part of the correctness claims on the stress function is embedded in the predicate subtype
constraints. Four type correctness conditions (TCCs) are generated from the definition of stress in page 617. The first of
these corresponds to the expected type monomap(G) applied to the path added to the path table by the first branch of the
definition. The proof obligation contains the context of the result.
stress_TCC1: OBLIGATION
FORALL (G: graph, (inedges: inv_table(G)), u: vertex, v: vertex,
pm: (rankable?(G)(u, v))):
cons?[edge](inedges(v)) IMPLIES
(FORALL (minedge:
{e |
G‘target(e) = v AND
(FORALL a:
G‘target(a) = v IMPLIES
G‘weight(e) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e))) <=
G‘weight(a) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(a))))}):
minedge = minedge(G, inedges, pm, v) IMPLIES
(FORALL (minval: real):
minval < pathweight(G)(pm(v)) AND
minval = pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(minedge))) + G‘weight(minedge)
IMPLIES
path?(G)(cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))) AND
negative?(G, v)(cons[edge](minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))) AND
monotonic?(G)(cons[edge](minedge,
pm(G‘source(minedge))))));
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The second TCC corresponds to the same branch of the definition and checks that the path table satisfies
decreasing?(G) and rankable?(G)(u, v+1). This is the only TCCwith a nontrivial proof with about 104 interactions.
The other three TCCs have proofs that only involve a small number of interactions.
stress_TCC2: OBLIGATION
FORALL (G: graph, (inedges: inv_table(G)), u: vertex, v: vertex,
pm: (rankable?(G)(u, v))):
cons?[edge](inedges(v)) IMPLIES
(FORALL (minedge:
{e |
G‘target(e) = v AND
(FORALL a:
G‘target(a) = v IMPLIES
G‘weight(e) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e))) <=
G‘weight(a) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(a))))}):
minedge = minedge(G, inedges, pm, v) IMPLIES
(FORALL (minval: real):
minval < pathweight(G)(pm(v)) AND
minval = pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(minedge))) + G‘weight(minedge)
IMPLIES
decreasing?(G)
((pm
WITH [(v)
:= cons[edge]
(minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))]))
AND
rankable?(G)(u, v + 1)
((pm
WITH [(v)
:= cons[edge]
(minedge, pm(G‘source(minedge)))]))));
The third TCC corresponds to the rankable?(G) constraint where v has been replaced by v + 1.
stress_TCC3: OBLIGATION
FORALL (G: graph, (inedges: inv_table(G)), u: vertex, v: vertex,
pm: (rankable?(G)(u, v))):
cons?[edge](inedges(v)) IMPLIES
(FORALL (minedge:
{e |
G‘target(e) = v AND
(FORALL a:
G‘target(a) = v IMPLIES
G‘weight(e) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e))) <=
G‘weight(a) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(a))))}):
minedge = minedge(G, inedges, pm, v) IMPLIES
(FORALL (minval: real):
NOT minval < pathweight(G)(pm(v)) AND
minval = pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(minedge))) + G‘weight(minedge)
IMPLIES rankable?(G)(u, v + 1)(pm)));
A similar TCC is also generated for the remaining branch of the definition.
FORALL (G: graph, (inedges: inv_table(G)), u: vertex, v: vertex,
pm: (rankable?(G)(u, v))):
NOT cons?[edge](inedges(v)) IMPLIES rankable?(G)(u, v + 1)(pm);
The operation sweep(G, inedges)(u, j)(pm) is defined to stress all the vertices below j in round u. It takes a path
table that is rankable up to round u and returns one that is rankable up to round u and vertex j. The TCCs corresponding to
the definition of stress above easily yield the type correctness of the definition of sweep.
sweep(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)))(u, j)(pm: (rankable?(G)(u, 0))):
RECURSIVE (rankable?(G)(u, j))
= (IF j = 0 THEN pm
ELSE stress(G, inedges)(u, j-1)(sweep(G, inedges)(u, j-1)(pm))
ENDIF)
MEASURE j
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The operation scan(G, inedges)(u) is recursively defined to execute u rounds of sweeping.
scan(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)))(u): RECURSIVE (rankable?(G)(u+1, 0))
= (IF u = 0 THEN (LAMBDA s: null[edge])
ELSE sweep(G, inedges)(u, maxv)(scan(G, inedges)(u-1))
ENDIF)
MEASURE u
At this point, the complete stressing algorithm can be defined by scan(G, inedges(G))(maxv - 1), for maxv >
0. If the resulting path table contains a negative edge, i.e., an edge e such that pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e))) +
G‘weight(e) < pathweight(G)(pm(G‘target(e))), then this implies the existence of a negative cycle in the graph
G. We have shown that the algorithm ensures that the path table is negative, decreasing, monotonic, and rankable. This still
leaves the challenge of extracting the actual negative cycle, which is addressed in the next subsection.
3.1. Negative cycle construction in PVS
The complete stressing algorithm is captured by the definition of fullscan given below.
fullscan(G): (rankable?(G)(maxv, 0)) =
(IF maxv > 0
THEN scan(G, inedges(G))(maxv - 1)
ELSE (LAMBDA v: null[edge])
ENDIF)
The path table must then be scanned for the existence of a negative edge. The predicate negedge?(G, (pm:
(rankable?(G)(maxv, 0))))(e) identifies an edge as being negative with respect to the path table pm. The operation
negpath?(G) is defined to either return 0, indicating the absence of a negative edge, or an index l such that l - 1 is the
index of a negative edge. The type constraint indicates that the edge l - 1 satisfies negedge?(G, fullscan(G))(l-1).
negedge?(G, (pm: (rankable?(G)(maxv, 0))))(e) : bool =
(pathweight(G)(pm(G‘target(e)))
> G‘weight(e) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e))))
negpath_rec(G, (pm: (rankable?(G)(maxv, 0))), k): RECURSIVE
{l | l > 0 IMPLIES negedge?(G, pm)(l-1)} =
(IF k = 0
THEN 0
ELSIF negedge?(G, pm)(k-1)
THEN k
ELSE negpath_rec(G, pm, k-1)
ENDIF)
MEASURE k
negpath?(G): {l | l > 0 IMPLIES negedge?(G, fullscan(G))(l-1)} =
negpath_rec(G, fullscan(G), maxe)
The next step is to make use of the pigeonhole principle in the extraction of the negative cycle. The operation
sourcelist(G, ll) returns the list consisting of the source vertices from each edge in the path ll. The return type
of this operation asserts that the list of source vertices has the same length as the input path ll.
sourcelist(G, ll): RECURSIVE
{ss: list[vertex] | length(ss) = length(ll)}
=
(CASES ll OF
null: null,
cons(a, kk): cons(G‘source(a), sourcelist(G, kk))
ENDCASES)
MEASURE length(ll)
The following lemmas are useful. The first asserts that the vertex in position i of sourcelist(G, ll) is the source of
the edge in position i in the path ll. The second lemma asserts that the vertex in position i in sourcelist(G, ll) is
either the source vertex of the last edge or the target vertex of the edge in position i + 1 of the path ll.
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nth_source: LEMMA
(FORALL (ll: nepath(G)), (i:below(length(ll))):
nth[vertex](sourcelist(G, ll), i) = G‘source(nth[edge](ll, i)))
nth_source_target: LEMMA
(FORALL (ll: nepath(G)), (i:below(length(ll))):
nth[vertex](sourcelist(G, ll), i) =
(IF i = length(ll) - 1
THEN G‘source(nth[edge](ll, i))
ELSE G‘target(nth[edge](ll, i+1))
ENDIF))
Now by adding the target vertex of the first edge in path ll to sourcelist(G, ll), we obtain a list of vertices of
length length(ll) + 1.
pathvertices(G, (ll: nepath(G))):
ss: list[vertex] | length(ss) = length(ll) + 1 =
cons[vertex](G‘target(car(ll)), sourcelist(G, ll))
Ifpm isfullscan(G) andl is negpath?(G), thenwe know that ifl > 0, thenpm(G‘source(l-1))has lengthmaxv-1.
Then pathvertices(G, cons[edge](l-1, pm(G‘source(l-1)))) has length maxv + 1. Hence, some vertexmust
occur twice in this list, and this is captured below, where injective?(f) holds when f(x) = f(y) implies x = y, for
all x and y.
pigeon_negcycle: LEMMA
(LET pm = fullscan(G),
l = negpath?(G)
IN l > 0 IMPLIES
NOT injective?(
nth[vertex](
pathvertices(G, cons[edge](l-1, pm(G‘source(l-1)))))))
The lemma o_injective is a direct consequence of the definition of injective?.
o_injective: LEMMA
(EXISTS (i, j : below(length(nn))):
i < j AND nth[vertex](nn)(i) = nth[vertex](nn)(j))
OR injective?(nth[vertex](nn))
The following lemmas are useful in discharging the minor but repetitive proof obligations that arise when proving the
existence of a negative cycle.
monotonic?_nthcdr: LEMMA
monotonic?(G)(ll) and i < length(ll)
IMPLIES monotonic?(G)(nthcdr[edge](ll, i))
append_path: LEMMA
(FORALL ll, kk:
path?(G)(append[edge](ll, kk)) IMPLIES path?(G)(ll))
path_nthcdr: LEMMA
(FORALL ll, (i : upto(length(ll))):
path?(G)(ll) IMPLIES path?(G)(nthcdr(ll, i)))
append_path2: LEMMA
(FORALL ll, (kk: (cons?[edge])):
path?(G)(append[edge](ll, kk)) IMPLIES path?(G)(kk))
The lemma append_source_target asserts that when a path is split into two nonempty sub-paths, the source of the
first is the target of the second path. This proof requires induction and requires nearly 90 interactions. The proofs of the
other two lemmas are straightforward.
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append_source_target: LEMMA
(FORALL (ll: nepath(G)), kk:
path?(G)(append(ll, kk)) IMPLIES
(null?(kk) OR pathsource(G)(ll) = G‘target(car(kk))))
path_nth: LEMMA
(FORALL (ll: nepath(G)), (i: below(length(ll)-1)):
(G‘target(nth[edge](ll, i+1)) = G‘source(nth[edge](ll, i))))
pathweight_append: LEMMA
pathweight(G)(append(ll, kk)) =
pathweight(G)(ll) + pathweight(G)(kk)
The crucial lemma is that if ll is a nonempty path that is monotonic, and every suffix of ll has a negative path weight,
then for any two edges in the path such that the target of the first edge is the source of the second, the path consisting of
the edges between and including these two edges constitutes a negative cycle. This proof is nontrivial and involves over 70
interactions for managing the case analysis and marshaling the various definitions and lemmas.
monotonic_cycle: LEMMA
(FORALL (ll: nepath(G)), (i, j: below(length(ll))):
monotonic?(G)(ll) AND
(FORALL (k: below(length(ll))):
pathweight(G)(nthcdr(ll, k)) < 0) AND
i <= j AND
G‘target(nth[edge](ll, i)) = G‘source(nth[edge](ll, j))
IMPLIES
(cycle?(G)(nthcar[edge](nthcdr[edge](ll, i), j-i+1)) AND
pathweight(G)(nthcar[edge](nthcdr[edge](ll, i), j-i+1)) < 0))
The main theorem asserting the existence of a negative cycle when negpath?(G) is different from 0 follows from the
monotonicity of the path cons[edge](l-1, pm(G‘source(l-1))) and the pigeonhole principle using the lemma
monotonic_cycle. Even though this proof exploits the lemma above, it involves nearly 90 interactions for managing
the case analysis and the use of various previously proved lemmas. The proofs of the other lemmas used in extracting the
negative cycle are much easier and involve fewer than ten interactions.
negpath_fullscan: LEMMA
(LET l = negpath?(G)
IN l > 0 IMPLIES (EXISTS (ll: nepath(G)): cycle?(G)(ll) AND
pathweight(G)(ll) < 0))
Finally, we show that when the algorithm fails to detect a negative cycle, the constraints given by the edges are
satisfiable by means of an assignment of real number values to the vertices. Such an assignment is defined by the predicate
assignment?. The satisfiability is established in the theorem negpath_0_satisfiable.
negpath_rec_0: LEMMA
(FORALL (G, (pm: (rankable?(G)(maxv, 0))), k):
negpath_rec(G, pm, k) = 0 IMPLIES
(FORALL (l: below(k)): NOT negedge?(G, pm)(l)))
assignment?(G)(f: [vertex -> real]): bool =
(FORALL e: f(G‘target(e)) - f(G‘source(e)) <= G‘weight(e))
negpath_0_satisfiable: LEMMA
(FORALL G:
negpath?(G) = 0 IMPLIES
(EXISTS (f: [vertex -> real]):
assignment?(G)(f)))
It can also easily be shown that when there is a negative cycle, the constraints given by the graph are not satisfiable.
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assignment_transitivity: LEMMA
(FORALL (f: (assignment?(G))):
(FORALL (ll: nepath(G)):
f(pathtarget(G)(ll)) - f(pathsource(G)(ll))
<= pathweight(G)(ll)))
negcycle_unsatisfiable: LEMMA
(EXISTS (ll: nepath(G)): cycle?(G)(ll) AND pathweight(G)(ll) < 0)
IMPLIES (FORALL f: NOT assignment?(G)(f))
The entire proof consists of 132 theorems whose proofs can be checked in less than 90 seconds.
4. Stressing without extra memory
An actual implementation of the path-based algorithm above would use O(n2) space to maintain the paths associated
with each of the vertices. We now establish the relationship between stress and stresspath to show that the negative cycle
detection can be done without any extra space usage. There is an interesting distinction between the two algorithms in
that the algorithm based on stress only works when there are no self-loop edges in the graph, whereas the one based on
stresspath does not have this problem. As noted in Section 2, self-loops can be eliminated during preprocessing. However,
the path-based algorithm has no difficulty constructing paths that have self-loop edges, whereas the stressing step which
updates the dynamic edge weights has to distinguish between incoming and outgoing edges for the vertex being stressed.
A self-loop edge would be both incoming and outgoing and the stressing step would not know whether to add or subtract
the minimal negative incoming edge weight c from such an edge.
In the PVS formalization of the algorithm based on dynamic edge weights, the graph variable G is restricted to graphs
without self-loop edges. The predicate setlist? checks that a given list contains no duplicates. The variables ll, kk, and
jj are also restricted to lists without duplicates indicated by the predicate subtype (setlist?[edge]).
ll, kk, jj: VAR (setlist?[edge])
G: VAR {F: graph | (FORALL e: F‘source(e) /= F‘target(e))}
A map is declared as a type consisting of mappings from vertices to lists of edges. The variables w and wt are declared to
range over maps from edges to real-valued weights.
w, wt: VAR [below(maxe) -> real]
map: TYPE = [vertex -> list[edge]]
Given a graph G and amap pm, a weight table wt is goodwith respect to edge e if wt(e) corresponds to the dynamic edge
weight given by the sum of the edge weight of e with the difference of the weights of the paths given by pm of the source
and target vertices of e. Then dweight(G, pm) is the type consisting of good dynamic edge weight tables with respect to
G and pm.
goodweight?(G, (pm: map), wt)(e): bool =
(wt(e) =
G‘weight(e) + pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(e)))
- pathweight(G)(pm(G‘target(e))))
dweight?(G, (pm: map))(wt): MACRO bool =
(FORALL e: goodweight?(G, pm, wt)(e))
dweight(G, (pm: map)): TYPE = (dweight?(G, pm))
The operationapply_stress_list computes an updated dynamicweight table fromwt by addingval to all the edges
that are in the list ll. The range type of the function indicates that in the updated dynamic weight table, the weights of the
edges in ll have been incremented by val.
apply_stress_list(ll, wt, (val: real)): RECURSIVE
{w | (FORALL e: IF member(e, ll)
THEN w(e) = wt(e) + val
ELSE w(e) = wt(e)
ENDIF)} =
(CASES ll OF
null: wt,
cons(a, kk): apply_stress_list(kk, wt WITH [a := wt(a) + val], val)
ENDCASES)
MEASURE length(ll)
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The operation apply_stress invokes apply_stress_list to add val to the dynamic edge weights of the edges in
kk and subtract val from those in ll.
apply_stress(G, ll, (kk | (FORALL e: NOT (member(e, kk) AND member(e, ll)))),
(wt: [below(maxe) -> real]),
(val: real)):
{w: [below(maxe) -> real] |
(FORALL e: IF member(e, ll)
THEN w(e) = wt(e) - val
ELSIF member(e, kk)
THEN w(e) = wt(e) + val
ELSE w(e) = wt(e)
ENDIF)}
=
apply_stress_list(ll, apply_stress_list(kk, wt, val), -val)
Finally, the wstress operation implements the stressing operation corresponding to the efficient version of the stress
operation to compute a pair consisting of an updated path table p and a dynamic weight table satisfying the invariant on
the type dweight(G, p). The path table component is included here purely for specification purposes as a ghost variable.
wstress(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)))
(u, v)
(pm: monomap(G), wt: dweight(G, pm)):
[p: map, dweight(G, p)] =
(IF cons?[edge](inedges(v))
THEN
(LET minedge = minedge(G, inedges, pm, v),
minval = pathweight(G)(pm(G‘source(minedge))) + G‘weight(minedge)
IN IF minval < pathweight(G)(pm(v))
THEN (LET ps = pm WITH [(v) := cons[edge](minedge,
pm(G‘source(minedge)))]
IN (ps,
apply_stress(G, inedges(v), outedges(v),
wt, minval - pathweight(G)(pm(v)))))
ELSE (pm, wt)
ENDIF)
ELSE (pm, wt)
ENDIF)
Next, we dispense with the path table component in the definition of wstress and define the stressing operation
vstress purely on the dynamic weight table.
vminedge(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), wt, (v | cons?(inedges(v)))): edge
=
minlist(inedges(v), wt)
vstress(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)))
(u, v)
(wt): [below(maxe) -> real]
=
(IF cons?[edge](inedges(v))
THEN
(LET minedge = vminedge(G, inedges, wt, v),
minval = wt(minedge)
IN IF minval < 0
THEN apply_stress(G, inedges(v), outedges(v), wt, minval)
ELSE wt
ENDIF)
ELSE wt
ENDIF)
The equivalence between wstress and vstress is established by a typing judgement on the value computed by
wstress.
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vstress_wstress: JUDGEMENT
wstress(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)))
(u, v)
(pm: monomap(G), wt: dweight(G, pm)) HAS_TYPE
[p: map, {w | w = vstress(G, inedges, outedges)(u, v)(wt)}]
The equivalence between wstress and stress is established by the lemma below whose proof is straightforward.
wstress_stress: LEMMA
FORALL (G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)),
u, v,
(pm: (rankable?(G)(u, v))),
(wt: dweight(G, pm))):
wstress(G, inedges, outedges)
(u, v)
(pm, wt)‘1
= stress(G, inedges)(u, v)(pm)
With these equivalences, we can define the sweep operation with dynamic weights as vsweep.
vsweep(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)))(u, j)(wt):
RECURSIVE [below(maxe) -> real]
= (IF j = 0 THEN wt
ELSE vstress(G, inedges, outedges)
(u, j-1)
(vsweep(G, inedges, outedges)(u, j-1)(wt))
ENDIF)
MEASURE j
The relationship between sweep and vsweep is established by the following lemma which is proved by an easy
induction.
vsweep_sweep: LEMMA
FORALL (G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)),
u, j,
(pm: (rankable?(G)(u, 0))),
(wt: dweight(G, pm))):
dweight?(G, sweep(G, inedges)(u, j)(pm))
(vsweep(G, inedges, outedges)(u, j)(wt))
We can similarly define vscan as the scan operation with dynamic weights.
vscan(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)))(u): RECURSIVE
[below(maxe) -> real]
= (IF u = 0 THEN G‘weight
ELSE vsweep(G, inedges, outedges)
(u, maxv)
(vscan(G, inedges, outedges)(u-1))
ENDIF)
MEASURE u
The lemma below relating vscan and scan is now sufficient to ensure that the path table returned by scan contains a
negative edge iff the dynamic weight table computed by vscan also contains a negative edge.
vscan_scan: LEMMA
FORALL (G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)),
u):
dweight?(G, scan(G, inedges)(u))(vscan(G, inedges, outedges)(u))
It could be argued that the operations vsweep and vscan do use extra space since they are not tail recursive. The only
other recursive operation apply_stress_list is tail recursive. A tail recursive version of vsweep is defined below as
vsweep_t.
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vsweep_t(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)))(u, j)(wt):
RECURSIVE [below(maxe) -> real]
= (IF j = 0 THEN wt
ELSE vsweep_t(G, inedges, outedges)
(u, j-1)
(vstress(G, inedges, outedges)(u, maxv-j)(wt))
ENDIF)
MEASURE j
Demonstrating the equivalence of vsweep and vsweep_t is slightly tricky since a simple induction on jwill not work.
The lemma vsweep_t_vsweep captures the key invariant needed for this equivalence.
vsweep_t_vsweep: LEMMA
(FORALL (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)):
vsweep_t(G, inedges, outedges)
(u, maxv-j)
(vsweep(G, inedges, outedges)(u, j)(wt))
= vsweep_t(G, inedges, outedges)(u, maxv)(wt))
When the above lemma is instantiated for the case where j is 0, we get the desired equivalence.
vsweep_vsweep_t: LEMMA
(FORALL (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)):
vsweep(G, inedges, outedges)(u, maxv)(wt)
= vsweep_t(G, inedges, outedges)(u, maxv)(wt))
A similar tail recursive version vscan_t of vscan can be defined.
vscan_t(G, (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)))(u)(wt):
RECURSIVE [below(maxe) -> real]
= (IF u = 0 THEN wt
ELSE vscan_t(G, inedges, outedges)
(u-1)
(vsweep_t(G, inedges, outedges)(maxv - u, maxv)(wt))
ENDIF)
MEASURE u
The equivalence between vscan and vscan_t is similar to that of vsweep and vsweep_t.
vscan_t_vscan: LEMMA
(FORALL (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)):
maxv > 0 IMPLIES
vscan_t(G, inedges, outedges)(maxv-u-1)(vscan(G, inedges, outedges)(u))
= vscan_t(G, inedges, outedges)(maxv-1)(G‘weight))
vscan_vscan_t: LEMMA
(FORALL (inedges: inv_table(G)), (outedges: outv_table(G)):
maxv > 0 IMPLIES
vscan(G, inedges, outedges)(maxv-1)
= vscan_t(G, inedges, outedges)(maxv-1)(G‘weight))
We have thus verified a space-efficient version of the stressing algorithm in the operation vscan_t.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed themechanization of the proof of correctness of the stressing algorithm for detecting negative
cost cycles in networks. The principal motivation for our work is that by mechanizing the proof of correctness, we have
developed the background needed for verifying graph algorithms related to the NCCD problem. We also note that the proof
outlined here is significantly simpler than the proof of correctness described in [12], which makes use of mathematical
induction over polyhedral spaces. The mechanization described here led us to an even simpler proof for an algorithm that
identifies the negative cycle using only O(n) extra space, essentially to store the pointer to the edge along which a vertex
was most recently stressed.
Despite the simplicity of the informal argument, the mechanization is not straightforward. By capturing the main
invariants in predicate subtypes, we were able to avoid the overhead of explicit induction in order to prove the preservation
of these invariants. This is because the PVS typechecker generates proof obligations that correspond to the induction
subgoals. An explicit induction, on the other hand, often requires the introduction of a well-founded measure. Even with
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this use of predicate subtyping, the proof required many trivial theorems about graphs, paths, and cycles. Only a few of the
lemmas and proof obligations, such as stress_helper, append_source_target and monotonic_cycle, required
slightly laborious interactive proofs. Though, in these instances, the proof was actually discovered interactively, it would
now be useful to enhance the level of mechanization. For this, we need to investigate other representations of the concepts
and experiment with better automation using, for instance, the powerful capability for satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)
now available in PVS through the integration of the Yices SMT solver.
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